Resolution improving filter for time-reversal (TR) with a switching TR mirror in a halfspace.
This paper addresses the issue of using a switching time-reversal (TR) mirror for wave energy focusing to subsurface targets. The motivation stems from applications in geophysics, hydro-geology, environmental engineering, and even in therapeutic medicine. Using TR concepts, wave-focusing is straightforward and efficient, but only under ideal conditions that are, typically, unattainable in practice. The unboundedness of the subsurface that hosts the target, the TR mirror's limited aperture, and, worse, the practical need for a switching TR mirror, where recorded Dirichlet data are time-reversed as Neumann data (switching mirror), all contribute to the deterioration of the focusing resolution at the target. Herein, the development of a data filter is discussed, which is shown to be capable of overcoming the switching mirror's shortcoming, leading to improved focusing resolution. The filter's effect is demonstrated with numerical examples.